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Abstract 
Work flow of very large-scaled job-shop type manufacturing systems is complicated due 
to a large number of processes and various types of work flow patterns. Sophisticated 
work flow management policy is required for efficient manufacturing operation, since the 
investment into such a large scaled manufacturing factory is considerably huge. A work 
flow control methodology which is based on future WIP(Work In Process) location 
estimation with virtual manufacturing model is proposed. The Architecture is simple and 
PC-based, and that facilitates the integration with conventional manufacturing system. 
The methodology has been proved to be efficient enough to apply into practical fields. 
Finally our concept on fully automated real time control system is presented. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Work flow of very large-scaled job shop type manufacturing systems, such as 
semiconductor factories, is complicated due to a large number of processes and various 
types of work flow patterns. Sophisticated work flow management( or control) policy is 
required to attain highly performed manufacturing systems (Uzsoy, 1992)(Fuyuki, 1992). 
Conventionally work flow management is based on the knowledge of some skilled 
operators in manual handling manufacturing lines, although it is not proved optimum 
dispatching strategy. The manual operation based on the experience is required frequently 
even in the fully automated lines, since FA(Factory Automation) control system can't 
handle unexpected irregular occasions, such as long time machine faults. Additionally it is 
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necessary in FA control system to reduce the manufacturing POP(Point of Production) 
data size for the response in time, despite the real time control generally collects the huge 
amount of the data. Since the investment cost into such a complicated manufacturing line 
is increasing gradually, it is essential to develop the work flow management system which 
manages to operate the manufacturing line efficiently (Yuki, 1996). 

Virtual manufacturing model built· in computers enables the previous performance 
evaluation and the decision makings about the factory planning, development, and 
management. The evaluation by the virtual model has been mainly used for planning 
phase or static evaluation of the factory, although the concept, that the model is 
applicable to dynamic factory operation, has been suggested by some research 
groups(Alting, 1988)(Wu, 1989). 

The flexibility is one of the most important features in general software development. 
Hard-coded manufacturing control program, which requires much efforts and time for th~ 
modification, is not useful in practical use. Object-oriented programming paradigm 
facilitates efficient manufacturing system modelling(Kaihara, 1993a)(Kaihara, 1993b). 
Object-oriented programming is useful especially to human interface development in 
work flow control system, because that consists of many similar graphical windows. 
Prototype method leads to quicker development of the software. 

2 OBJECTIVES 

There are two types of manufacturing line in large-scaled job shop factory in terms of 
factory control automation level, fully automated and semi automated. Process machines 
and material handling facilities are controlled automatically in the former type, whereas 
the work flow control (schedulling and dispatching) are manually decided in the latter. 
Our research is mainly focused on the semi automated work flow control in this stage, 
since most factories adopt this type of control policy. The moderate cooperation between 
human experience and control logic is important and practica~ because it is quite difficult 
to acquire expert's logic or instinct. 

The major target of our research is the performance improvement of large-scaled job 
shop type manufacturing systems. Valuable information should be presented timely to 
operational staffs for higher decision makings by collecting, calculating, and filtering the 
factory data. Only present WIP(work in process) data is available in the conventional 
work flow control policy. The information of future WIP location helps greatly even 
experienced staffs to plan the appropriate schedulling or dispatching sequence into each 
resource. The manufacturing system performance is expected to be kept totally high, 
because the whole manufacturing system events should be included in the estimation. If 
something unexpected happens, such as machine failures or the increase of defect 
products, the higher decision makings with the virtual manufacturing model faCilitate 
quick recovery. 

Secondly the line operation efficiency on work flow management is expected. It is 
effective e.specially in semi automated operation factory, since it sometimes takes long 
time to negotiate to decide the WIP input order and such decision making is useful only 
temporarily. The WIP input sequence has been proved previously effective in the virtual 
manufacturing model, and few negotiations are required at the shop floor level. 
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3 CONCEPT AND SOFIW ARE ARCHITECfURE 

3.1 Concept 

The concept of our methodology is the interface agent based on the future WIP 
estimation by virtual manufacturing model with discrete-event simulation engine. Factory 
staffs can previously grasp the operational strategy to control manufacturing line 
appropriately, the amount of product output, lead time, and machine availability, and 
check if they meet the original production plan. 

The future WIP location data is required at decision making occasions, perhaps several 
times in a day, in practical operation. Once the decision is fixed by the virtual 
manufacturing model, the work flow control sequence during the simulation scenario is 
obtained as the work tracking log data in the simulation results. In case the estimation 
results differ from actual factory performance, the comparison between simulation log 
and actual work flow enables to reveal the overestimated operational factors of the 
factory, because theoretically they are identical under correct factory parameters 
Proposed methodology is regarded as a leverage to exterminate hidden defects of the 
factory. Highly performed effective manufacturing system is attainable gradually through 
that feed back procedures. 

3.2 Structure 

Our prototype system based on the proposed methodology consists of four software 
modules, Work flow management module, Factory model module, Data translation 
inodule, and Automatic calculation module, shown in figure 1. The work flow 
management module handles the work flow data and controls user IIF. It is developed 
with object-oriented programming paradigm in Visual Works language(Goldberg, 1986), 
so that it is easily applicable to other systems. . 
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Figure 1 Software structure 

General purpose virtual manufacturing modelling environment with discrete-event 
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simulation engine is newly developed and applied into the factory model module in order 
to estimate the WIP location precisely. Template-based modelling method in which 
factory model is classified into two types, skeleton and specific models, is proposed and 
helps to facilitate efficient modelling. It is written in Microsoft Visual C++(Microsoft, 
1996). Thi$ environment is applicable to factory planning and development as well as 
daily operation . 

. Manufacturing data files fetched from the upper main computer(Host computer) are 
translated and stored into the work flow data base automatically via the data translation 
module. 

The automatic calculation module enables default decision making without the 
operator in actual use. 

The major features of the system are as follows: 
Work flow management system with precise virtual manufacturing model 
EUC(End User Computing) environment based on MS Windows graphical user IJF 
OOP paradigm for software reusability 

Figure 2. shows the system structure, which consists of Server PC(Windows NT) in 
management staff room and client PCs(Windows 3.1) in manufacturing shop floor. 

Work fl ow planning 
-Wain Wodul~ 
-Data Exchanse Module 
-Factory Wodel Wodule 

Client PC Display WIP input order 
(Windows 3. T) 'Wa in nodule 

Hos t Computer 

liP loca tion data 
Production data 

Figure 2 System structure 

The host computer collects and maintains the manufacturing standard data and real
time information, such as process data, process flow, current WIP location and so forth. 
The server computer fetches several host data files for the WIP location and simulation 
via the data translation module. The work dispatching lists of each machines are created 
automatically from the work tracking log data in the simulation result, shown in figure 3. 
Some sophisticate dispatching rules which have been endorsed by static simulation are 
installed in the main module. In case some unexpected event happens, managers can try 
some simulation scenarios under new dispatching policy, compare the results with the 
original plan, and finally decide the appropriate strategy. The fixed dispatching order is 
transferred into each client PC to display the dispatching list to shop floor operators. The 
communication between the server PC and the client PCs is established by standard OOP 
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protocol, CORBA. Object images produced in the server can be handled in each client 
transparently. After a product set into the process, operators are supposed to put a mark 
at the product on the display. The current manufacturing progress compared with the 
original plan is shown on the screen, then the manager can realize it anytime at a glance. 

Figure 3 A Display example of User I/F(WIP layout map & dispatching plan) 

4 CASESTUDY 

The prototype system has been installed into practical large-scaled job shop lines 
including about 60 process machines. Several satisfactory results were obtained: 

1. Decrease in production lead time by 10% 
2. Reduction of the amount of shop floor operation by 10,000 hours/year 
3. Easy installation and modification of the system 
4. Significant reduction of the total investment cost into the PC-based work flow 
control system 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Proposed work flow control methodology with virtual manufacturing model is quite 
simple and has been proved to be practical with human-computer interaction. 

This methodology is also applicable in fully automated FA factories. Our opinion is 
that real time work flow control is not always suitable for large-scaled job shop 
manufacturing system due to complicated control algorithm and huge amount of data size 
to handle. The efficiency is not so obvious in spite of large investment. According to our 
methodology, the work flow control standard table is created automatically at each 
decision making point, perhaps several times in a day, and FA controller could just follow 
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the control table for the time period. If the difference would happens between the location 
of virtual and actual works, the information could be feed backed and reset at the next 
decision making time. New research project is now in progress focused on FA factories. 
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